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The Great Financial Crisis (GFC) reinvigorated

interest in studying financial cycles. One strand of

the recent research has focused on understanding

the domestic origins of wide swings in financial

conditions, namely credit and housing prices. Risk-

taking behaviour, in particular, has been

emphasised as a key channel that transforms

supportive financial conditions into boom-bust

cycles. Another strand has looked into

understanding the global dimension of financial

cycles. Waves of global liquidity have been found to

interact with domestic financial cycles in ways that

generate excessive procyclicality in financial

conditions.

Despite considerable efforts over the past decade,

researchers and policymakers have yet to forge a

workhorse model of financial cycles. Modelling

efforts have emphasised the behaviour of banks and

non-banks as well as the role of financial frictions.

These frictions are seen as amplifying, amongst

other things, exogenous economic and financial

shocks. These shocks, under certain circumstances,

can result in financial fragility and destabilising

financial headwinds which, if large enough, can

turn into financial crises. Many proposed models,

especially those built on the bedrock of the

dynamic stochastic general equilibrium approach,

offer interesting insights about particular aspects of

boom-bust developments. But no model has

broken out of the pack to provide a comprehensive

understanding of financial cycles. One reason for

this failure is that there remains considerable

disagreement about the key mechanisms behind the

recent crisis. Some analysts argue, for example, that

the GFC was the result of a unique set of

developments that exposed weaknesses in the

financial regulatory system. Others point to broad

similarities with other boom-bust experiences and

argue that these similarities suggest boom-bust

cycles are an inherent feature of capitalist

economies.

This paper takes a different, but in many ways

complementary, approach. The authors apply the

ideas of the classical business cycle literature of

Burns and Mitchell (1946) to the financial cycle.

Namely, they treat financial booms and busts as

endogenous, recurrent phenomena with common

features shared across time rather than as unrelated

exogenous one-off unique events. Burns and

Mitchell ask the fundamental question, “What

happens during business cycles?” and in a similar

vein, the authors ask “What happens during

financial cycles?” This question presupposes that

financial cycles share certain commonalities across

time, making them, in many respects, all alike.

The findings in the paper also shed light on the type

of economic mechanisms that might be relevant.

Namely, the estimated time deformation is

consistent with the information processing and

behavioural mechanisms. One facet of these

mechanisms that stands out is that they are

associated with basic human behaviour and are not

regime dependent. In other words, these

mechanisms could be seen as reflecting the

fundamentals of human behaviour when agents are

free to choose from the opportunities that confront

them. As such, it may be reasonable to look over

long histories to better understand current-

daychallenges, even though the 19th and early 20th

centuries, for example, would appear to be so

Measuring Financial Cycle Time
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fundamentally different, say, economically and

culturally than today.

While this study focuses on past financial cycles, it

would be useful in the future to explore the nature

of time deformation spillovers from the financial

cycle to the business cycle especially during balance

sheet recessions and to financial cycles in other

countries. From a modelling perspective, more

attention deserves to be spent on models capturing

endogenous financial cycles that are subject to time

deformation and the implications for the design of

policy frameworks.

Source: www.bis.org
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More than one in ten accommodations in the

country's urban areas is provided by employers

(largely the government). These accommodations,

along with privately rented and owner-occupied

dwellings are sampled in the consumer price index

(CPI) to work out the change in price of housing

service every month. For the government

accommodations, house rent allowance (HRA)

foregone is used as the rental cost. This paper

discusses that using HRA foregone as a measure of

house rent (a) does not capture true movement in

price of housing services; and (b) causes substantial

disturbance in measurement of monthly changes in

headline CPI. To address this issue, this memo

suggests alternative ways of measuring house rent in

CPI.

This memo discusses that the decadal revisions in

house rent allowances by the Central and State

governments lead to large undulations in CPI

inflation that cause analytical and communication

issues for monetary policy. These changes in CPI

emanate from the housing component since the

sample of houses visited to collect rental

information include, inter alia, government houses.

Government dwellings are partially subsidised as

employees have to forego HRA provided by the

Government plus a nominal license fee as the

notional rent.

For subsidised items, the international manual

Practical Guide to Producing Consumer Price

Indices (PGPCPI) provides two interpretations. First,

all items that are fully subsidised should, in

principle, be excluded from CPI. Second, for

partially subsidised items (such as employer

provided housing in the extant case), market related

rates should be used to measure price changes rather

than using the partial cost borne by the consumer

(employee). Using an example of partially subsidised

transport fares, PGPCPI suggests that “where fares

are partially subsidized by the employer the CPI

expenditure weights should reflect that element of

the fare paid by the employee in the base period and

the price index should only reflect changes in the fare

tariff and not changes in the level of subsidy arising

from changes in the employee's remuneration

package”.

Extending this reasoning to partially subsidised

government accommodations, and drawing from

the discussions in the paper, it is suggested that:

First, to arrive at the share of expenditure on

housing, which is eventually used as weight for

housing in CPI, NSSO uses actual rent paid for

rented dwellings. In the case of employer provided

dwellings, it is taken as the portion of monthly

emoluments forfeited (HRA plus license fee). The

weight of housing in CPI thus arrived from CES is

correct and in consonance with PGPCPI principles.

This practice should continue.

Second, in CPI, rather than using HRA surrendered

plus nominal license fee charged as the proxy of rent

for employer provided accommodation, the

following choices can be explored:

a. Instead of collecting information on rent as HRA

surrendered plus nominal licence fee charged from

government households, rental equivalent, i.e.,

market rent of similar dwellings in the neighbouring

area may be used.

b. Alternately, using the nominal license fee that is

charged by the government for rental equivalent.

However, since license fee undergoes revisions only

once in several years (the latest revision was in 2017

whereby the rates set in 2013 were revised) this does

not qualify as the preferred option.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the

Housing Services in CPI - Measurement Issues
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government charges market rent to its employees for

overstaying in the government provided

accommodation beyond their entitlement. So, the

notion of market rent for government

accommodations exists. For CPI, in the case of

owner-occupied households rental equivalent is

used, even though the owner-occupied houses and

rented dwellings vary in terms of quality, amenities,

room size, etc. Accordingly, extending the rental

equivalent approach to employer provided dwellings

may be explored.

Third, in case house rent in CPI continues to

measure HRA as equivalent for house rent,

publishing house rent of government dwellings

separately may be considered so as to facilitate

assessment of underlying inflation dynamics for

policy purpose.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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